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Theorem 1 (Morley‘s Miracle). In any triangle,

the three points of intersection of the adjacent

angle trisectors closest to each side are the vertices

of an equilateral triangle.

The theorem is illustrated in Figure 1: the

trisectors of ∠AA are lines AAAA and AAAA; those of ∠BB

are BBBB and BBBB; and those of ∠CC are CCCC and CCCC.

The trisectors nearest to side BBBB meet at PP, those

nearest to side CCCC meet at QQ, and those nearest to

side AAAA meet at RR. The claim now is △PPPPPP is

always equilateral, regardless of the shape of

△AAAAAA. Readers are encouraged to make trial

drawings of their own (this is very conveniently

done using GeoGebra) to see that the claim does

seem to be true.

The theorem is indeed a gem; but it is also a great

challenge to prove. In this three-part series we

describe a few of the many known proofs.

It appears that Morley discovered (and proved)

the result around the year 1899, during his

investigations on the differential geometry of

curves, but did not publish it anywhere. He did

mention it to a few people, though, and it

gradually became known. His proof did not use

the methods we associate with Euclidean

geometry; it was based on a study of the set of

cardioids that touch all the three sides of a

triangle! (A cardioid is a heart-shaped curve

generated by each point on a circle that rolls

without slipping on a �i�ed circle of equal radius.

You will see a portion of a cardioid on the surface

of a cup of milk or coffee when light shines upon

it; see Figure 2. So it is sometimes called the

‘coffee cup curve’.)

The �irst ‘pure geometry’proof to be published

was in 1909, by M.T. Naraniengar (who,

incidentally, was president of the Indian

Mathematical Society from 1930 to 1932, and

Editor of the Journal of the Indian Mathematical

Society from 1909 to 1927). In 1914 one more

such proof appeared, by Marr and Taylor. Over

the years a large number of beautiful proofs have

been found, of which special mention must be

made of one by John Conway (see [4]).

Naraniengar‘s proof This beautiful proof follows

an unusual strategy, one not seen too often in

geometric proofs.

The trisectors closest to side BBBB meet at PP (as

stated). Let the remaining two trisectors of ∠BB

and ∠CC (respectively) meet at SS. Join SSSS (see

Figure 3). In △SSSSSS, rays BBBB and CCCC are internal

angle bisectors, so PP is the incentre of △SSSSSS;

therefore, SSSS bisects ∠BBBBBB.

Now, locate points RR� on BBBB and QQ� on CCCC such

that ∠SSSSSS� = 30∘ and ∠SSSSSS� = 30∘

. Then

△SSSSSS� ≅ △SSSSSS� (angle-side-angle congruence),

so PPPP� = PPPP�

. Hence △PPPP�

RR� is an isosceles

triangle with a 60∘ angle; but this implies that it is

equilateral. Hence to prove Morley's theorem, it

suf�ices to show that AAAA� and AAAA� are trisectors of

∠AA.

SS is where the trisectors BBBB, CCCC meet.

Points RR�

, QQ�

are located such that∠SSSSSS� = 30∘

and ∠QQQQQQ� = 30∘

. So △PPPP�

RR� is isosceles, and

therefore equilateral.

Now we must show that AAAA� and AAAA� are angle

trisectors.
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feature

F rank Morley (1860–1937) was British by birth (though he lived

much of his life in USA) and an expert geometer. After getting a

Sc.D. degree from Cambridge, he became Chairman of the Math

Dept of the Johns Hopkins University in 1900. Prior to this, while working

as a Professor of Mathematics at Haverford College (Pennsylvania),

he had found a theorem in the field of Euclidean geometry (but using

methods far removed from those of synthetic geometry). It was regarded

by many as “marvelous but strange” because it related to the lines that

trisect the internal angles of a triangle. Early in the nineteenth century

it had been shown that it is not possible to trisect a general angle using

straightedge and compass (thus settling a question that had been lying

unresolved since Greek times), leading to a sort of psychological barrier

in exploring any matter related to angle trisection. Morley’s theorem

thus came as a shock to many lovers of mathematics. Over time the result

became known as ‘Morley’s Miracle’.

Keywords: Angle trisectors, equilateral, cardioid

Morley’s

Miracle - Part I

Lurking within any triangle . . .

. . . is an equilateral triangle

In this three-part series we study one of the most celebrated and

beautiful theorems of Euclidean geometry, discovered at the dawn

of the twentieth century. It has justly become known as ‘Morley’s

Miracle’. It happens to be uncommonly challenging to prove!

The inaugural July 2012 issue of this magazine had displayed

a figure of the theorem on the cover, and we had promised to

present a proof in a later issue.

It is appropriate that we are making good this promise now.

V G Tikekar
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